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13-year-old Grace loves her new charity shop coat.
In fact, it’s perfect. Except for one tiny thing.
  
When she wears it, she sees visions of the previous owner’s life ... and their murder! 
Grace and her best friend, Suzy, decide to investigate but digging up the
past reveals secrets some people want to keep hidden.
Can Grace stay one step ahead and solve a fifty-year-old murder or will she 
become the killer’s next victim?
 
A gripping story of secrets and murder for fans of fast-paced thrillers.
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• A fast-paced, gripping middle grade 
thriller that will have readers on the 
edge of their seat and wanting to    
read more.

• This story features a diverse cast of 
characters, including two resourceful,          
strongminded girls who are determined 
to discover the truth, no matter what           
it takes.

• Key themes are friendship, resilience, 
self-belief and adventure.

• Cover illustration by talented illustrator, 
Laura Barrett.

• Perfect for 9+ readers who love murder 
mysteries and solving puzzles.
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